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You work for an international company called Hothouse Design.

You are going to work on a database of stationery orders.

The database has these field names:
Code, Product, Medium, Colour, Size, Pack, Cost, Sales and Total

�

1 Start your database package and import the file FDA4DATA.CSV

Make sure that the field names above are used in your database.

1.1.1

2 Add the record: 1.2.1

Code Product Medium Colour Size Pack Cost Sales Total

BITSS-67 Copier labels Laser White A4 1000 15 1000 15000

The record with the code BITSS-58 is incorrectly entered.

Make the following changes to the record with the code BITSS-58

Change the Size from A3 to A4

3

Change the Pack from 600 to 100

2.1.1

4 The Rainbow coloured Post-it notes are no longer available. Delete the
record for this product.

2.2.1

You need to produce a list of all Products with low sales.

5 Select only the records where Sales  are less than 600

Show only the fields Code, Medium, Colour, Size, Pack, Sales
3.2.1

6 Produce a report with the heading Minimum Orders which lists only the
data you have extracted in step 5.

4.1.1

7 Save this report with a new filename and print it. 5.1.1

You need to produce a list of all the records for laser printer products.

8 Select from all the data only the records where the Medium is Laser

Show all fields.
3.2.1

9 Sort the data in the above list in ascending order of Product and then in
ascending order of Colour

3.1.1

10 Produce a report with the heading Laser Printer Products which lists only
the data you have extracted and sorted in steps 8 and 9.  Make sure all data
is shown in full. (You may need to print in landscape orientation.)

4.1.1

11 Save this report with a new filename and print it. 5.1.1
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You work for an international company called Hothouse Design.

You are going to work on a database of projects in the design office.

The database has the field names:
Day Code, Date, Project, Cost Code, Cost, Number and Total

�

1 Start your database package and import the file FDB4DATA.CSV

Make sure that the field names above are used in your database.

1.1.1

2 Add the record: 1.2.1

Day Code Date Project Cost Code Cost Number Total

6 30/05/2003 Brochure design IGPD 200 4 800

3 The design contract placed on 19/05/2003 was for Webpage Design and not
Brochure Design.

Replace Brochure Design with Webpage Design in this record and change

Cost from 360 to 85

Total from 2160 to 510

2.1.1

4 The entry on 22/05/2003 for Office Furniture is a mistake.
Delete this record.

2.2.1

You need to produce an alphabetical list of Projects sorted by Date.

5 Select from all the data, only the records where the Cost Code is IGPD
Show all fields.

3.2.1

6 Sort the data in the above list in ascending order of Project and then in
ascending order of Date

3.1.1

7 Produce a report with the heading Design Projects by Date which lists only
the data you have extracted and sorted in steps 5 and 6.

4.1.1

8 Save this report with a new filename and print it. 5.1.1
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You need to produce a list containing work scheduled on Thursdays or Fridays. (Day Code 5
represents Thursday and Day Code 6 represents Friday.)

�

9 Select from all the data, only the records where the Day Code is greater
than 4

Show only the fields Day Code, Date, Project and Total

3.2.1

10 Produce a report that is headed End of Week Workload and lists only the
data from step 9.

4.1.1

11 Save this report with a new filename and print it. 5.1.1
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